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With contributions from best-selling authors such as Morgan Daimler, Elen Sentier and Jhenah

Telyndru, as well as a new generation of up-coming writers, Seven Ages of the Goddess

uncovers the history of the Goddess, from prehistoric origins through to the present day and

beyond. Edited by Trevor Greenfield, publisher of Moon Books and editor of Naming the

Goddess and Goddess in America.

About the AuthorTrevor Greenfield is the Publisher and Publicist for Moon Books and an

Associate Lecturer in Religious Studies with the Open University. He lives in Worthing, West
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What People are saying aboutSeven Ages of the Goddess …Seven Ages of the Goddess is a

treasure-trove of new writing and thought about a very old subject indeed—a subject that

continues to inspire extraordinary writing and other spiritual expression. From the Great Mother

to the Goddess ex machina of the current age, this book thoroughly and beautifully expands

our notions of the Female Divines. As our old world churns through the recalibration of

patriarchal systems, this is a well-timed addition to any thinking person’s spiritual library.H.

Byron Ballard, author and senior priestess, Mother Grove Goddess Temple.Travelling from the

Stone Age right through to the possible future of goddess worship, Seven Ages of the Goddess

brings together some really interesting goddesses and their histories. A veritable cornucopia of

talented writers draw on personal experience, historical text, folklore and even dip into fairy

tales to take the reader on a most wonderful journey. A fascinating read.Rachel Patterson,

author of Moon Magic, The Cailleach and Arc of the Goddess.Wherever you are in your

exploration and experience of the goddess and what she means for you, Seven Ages of The

Goddess provides a beautiful and thought provoking journey through Her ages offering a broad

variety of perspectives and valuable insights.Antonella Hall, Founder Member - Norfolk

Goddess Temple. Priestess of Andraste, Priestess of The Goddess.Love this fresh and new

approach to Goddess in one book, between two covers! I have over 1,000 books in my library,

thus very discerning about what I buy, but THIS BOOK will garner a place on my shelves!Rev.

Dr. Karen Tate, author, scholar, social justice activist and hostess of Voices of the Sacred

Feminine radio.This book is an essential introduction for those who are new to the idea of a

female Godhead. We are currently living in a time of paradigm shift when the culture has

begun to accept the idea of female equality and yet still seems mired in ambivalence about it.

In the US only 20% of House and Senate members are women, despite the fact that women

are just over half of the US population, and only 4.2% of Fortune 500 corporate CEOs are

female. Women and men seem to be carrying an unconscious bias in favor of male leaders,

which I suspect is ultimately due to the Biblical notion that divinity is male. Modern women

carry a deep unconscious wound due to that philosophy, and men still assume privilege and

superiority because of it. Even within these pages you can see the cultural ambivalence on

display; “god” and “goddess” appear in some chapters while “God and “Goddess” appear in

others. The Judeo-Christian-Islamic god is always “God”, however. It is my hope that books like

these will tip the balance so that the Divine Feminine can be appreciated, along with her male

gendered partner.Ellen Evert Hopman, author of A Legacy of Druids - Conversations with

Druid Leaders from the Britain, the USA and Canada, Tree Medicine Tree Magic, the Priestess

of the Forest Druidic trilogy, and other volumes.First published by Moon Books, 2018Moon

Books is an imprint of John Hunt Publishing Ltd., No. 3 East Street, AlresfordHampshire SO24

9EE, UKoffice1@jhpbooks.netFor distributor details and how to order please visit the ‘Ordering’

section on our website.Text copyright: Trevor Greenfield 2017978 1 78535 559 2

(ebook)Library of Congress Control Number: 2017945970All rights reserved. Except for brief

quotations in critical articles or reviews, no part of this book may be reproduced in any manner

without prior written permission from the publishers.The rights of Trevor Greenfield as editor

have been asserted in accordance with the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.A CIP

catalogue record for this book is available from the British Library.Design: Stuart DaviesPrinted

and bound by CPI Group (UK) Ltd, Croydon, CR0 4YY, UKWe operate a distinctive and ethical

publishing philosophy in all areas of our business, from our global network of authors to

production and worldwide distribution.ContentsIntroductionAncient GoddessStone Age
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GoddessContributorsIntroductionThe Goddess.Maybe you know her by one of her names, or

by several of them. Gaia, Ishtar, Inanna, Isis, Ceridwen, Mary, Selene, Kali, Green Tara, Freyja,

Persephone, Oshun, Lilith, Durga … and there are a thousand more names, or a thousand

thousand. The Goddess goes far back, to a time before she had a name, before there were

names.At her broadest the Goddess is Earth itself, this beautiful planet we belong to. Each one

of us has been formed from the atoms of the body of Earth, and each one of us returns back

into this body at the end of our lives, as do the trees, the birds and animals, the insects, fishes,

even the mountains and rivers. For some of us Earth – as grandmother, as mother, as sister,

as lover – is a living being and we recognize her as Goddess in her life-giving properties.

Earth, our home, is made up from the stuff of exploded stars. When we gaze up at night, above

us, we see other stars, reminding us always that we are formed from stardust; that this coming

into life and leaving it applies not just to creatures living on Earth but to Earth itself, and even to

stars. Some of us know this whole process as the Star Goddess, and it is she who births all the

worlds.The Goddess may not be such a definite thing, in your experience. She might be an

inner knowing, that you’ve always had, or that you are just now discovering. Maybe for you she

is represented by someone in your life; your mother, grandmother, sister, lover or priestess.

She might be expressed by a stage of life such as pregnancy and birth, or by an activity you

undertake: gardening, painting, or healing. She may be a sense of presence that is just beyond

where you have reached or what you have understood, something that is there in your dreams

and then gone by the time you wake. She may be elusive, concrete, historical, mythical, occult

or scientific.Some of us lean towards the academic, we’re drawn by discussions of history,

archeology, comparative mythology or religion. Others of us come more alive in ritual, we

engage in inner searching and rituals such as standing under the Moon’s gaze and drawing

her light down, into our bodies. Perhaps we are oriented towards dedication, promising to serve

the Goddess, in a temple, a tradition or just in our own way. Maybe your heritage - magical or

cultural or familial - draws you towards certain pantheons of deities, such as the Celtic, Hindu,

Norse or Yoruba. We might be on the path of the initiate, the student, or the curious.Who is the

Goddess? What roles has she held, historically? How have other peoples understood her, and

how do contemporary pagans, academics and goddess worshipers regard her? What meaning

do those words, the Goddess, have for you?Whether you start this book at the beginning and

read through in the order presented, or you skip around, choosing pieces that catch your eye

or draw your interest; whether you read it as a purely intellectual exercise, come at it from an

emotional basis, or are curious, uncertain, already knowledgeable or experienced, this book

will have something for you.The Ancient Goddess, the mysteries of cultures long vanished and

the remnants of temples, artifacts and myth remaining open this book. The Jewish Goddesses

are the next of the seven Goddess ages presented here, and while for some of us that might

seem a contradiction in terms, for others of us the names Lilith, Asherah and Sophia bring a

smile to our faces. Mystery Goddesses – often those who have woven in and out of different

times and places – are present, as writers offer reconstructions of the mystery religions which



were often hidden even at the time, let alone to us now, looking back. In Christian Goddesses

some delicate unpicking leads us to reconsider the two Marys of Christian myth, as well as

female mystics of the Christian tradition.Three further sections complete this book – Hidden

Goddess, Re-awakened Goddess and Tomorrow’s Goddess. In the Hidden Goddess we learn

where and how the Goddess has stayed present in our culture, all along. Reading Re-

awakened Goddess we might see the efforts and experience of ourselves and our

contemporaries reflected back to us. Tomorrow’s Goddess sets the imagination free, to roam,

to question and to wonder.The writings in this book can be an entry point, a confirmation, a

provocation and a jumping off point for your own exploration, not just in reading these pages

but in following threads laid down here, into the expansive world of Goddess writings; source

material, theory, practical and fiction. Where will your reading take you?Perhaps it will lead you

to the doorway of an ancient temple - in a foreign country, in your own land or on the inner

planes. Perhaps it will take you to a contemporary Goddess ritual - on the beach, under the full

moon or in someone’s living room. Perhaps it will intrigue you enough that you find workshops,

conferences or groups, whether on-line or in person. Maybe you will send out a message to the

Goddess, named or unnamed, asking her, or yourself, what place she has in your life. Perhaps

your creativity will be touched by the works and ideas that are here, and your poetry, art,

garden, child-rearing or music will feel the influence of the Goddess.What will this book inspire

in you? Turn the pages, read on, discover.May the Goddess bless your journey.Jane

MeredithJuly, 2017AncientGoddessStone Age Goddess ~ Scott IrvineShe drifted aimlessly in

the dark void; a dark mist of energy not knowing whether She was awake or asleep. She only

knew that she existed. Then, very slowly at first She became aware of a pull on her energy

from somewhere else that was attracted to Her and She knew that their coming together was

imminent. She was filled with pleasure at the thought of merging with a new energy and felt a

new force emerging in her consciousness; the force of LOVE. She and He combined causing

them to expand creating Space and Time and the birth of the Universe. ~ An Ancient creation

story.I had been looking forward to this moment for a while; ever since I booked up a month in

advance for a guided tour of the ancient underground goddess temple in the heart of Malta, the

Hypogeum.I was here because of a 12 centimetre long figurine made of terracotta discovered

at this site 200 years ago. ‘The Sleeping Lady’ had sparked my interest and the fact that this

tiny Mediterranean island and nearby Gozo had the largest concentration of goddess temples

in Europe. I discovered there where over 40 goddess temples on the two islands constructed

between 4,500 and 2,500 BCE. At the nearby Tarxien Temple, built 5,000 years ago the bottom

half of a standing female figure carved in stone dominates the site. It is estimated to stand

three metres tall if the top half was not missing.The Hypogeum is cut into the top of a

limestone hill using only stone mallets and antler picks and spread over three levels of

interconnecting chambers linked by passages and stairways. The cool air inside was a relief

from the hot Maltese sun. Controlled lights brought the chambers alive adding to the

strangeness of the tunnels with their oracle holes, pits and spiral markings giving a sense of

vulnerability mixed with a mild dread within the atmosphere of wonder and mystery.When the

goddess temples were in use Malta was an island at peace; a Stone Age Mediterranean

paradise. According to archaeologist J. D. Evans life must have been easy otherwise they

would scarcely have had the time or energy to spare to ‘elaborate their strange cults and build

and adorn their temples’. The temple builders and the population vanished abruptly around

2,500 BCE with no evidence of conquest or natural disaster. Where did the goddess and her

followers go, and just as important, where did they come from? I needed to go back to the

beginning of the Stone Age to where it all began.The Stone Age is so named because it



marked the moment when evidence of humans first manipulated the natural world for their own

benefit using a thinking rational mind to create new things. Their skill, working in stone, to make

everyday life easier improved throughout the Palaeolithic (Old Stone Age) era.The Stone Age

began around 400,000 years ago with the Lower Palaeolithic Period during which the ice age

advanced and retreated continuously covering half the northern hemisphere for thousands of

years at a time.The people of the time, the Homo erectus (upright man), who had migrated out

of Africa were family tribes working as a group to survive the cold conditions. These early

humans had been around for the past 1.5 million years. They communicated in a guttural

language and were the first hominoids to work flint utilizing its sharp edges alongside hand

axes and bone hammers to make their lives easier. They lived in caves in the winter and

temporary shelters in the summer when they followed the migrating herds of mammoth and

elephants north, as did the lions, bears, wolves and hyenas. They took advantage of ripe fruits,

nuts and plants they found as they traveled across the newly freed land from the ice. The

earliest evidence of human created tools in Western Europe were discovered in Suffolk,

England, when flint blades were found amongst human and animal bones dated to around

400,000 BCE.The Middle Palaeolithic Period arrived around 200,000 years ago with Europe

still in the grip of continuous waves of ice ages. A new race following Homo erectus out of

Africa was the stockier larger brained Neanderthal whose existence lasted pretty much the

length of the Middle Palaeolithic era. Arriving with them was the control of fire, enabling

humanity to populate the colder northern realms of the world.The majority of people today

would consider the Stone Age as a harsh and savage environment but archaeological

evidence suggests that early humans were sociable, capable and very tuned in to the rhythms

of the universe. Both Homo erectus and Neanderthal would have had a very high perception of

their world to survive the conditions, after all they had been roaming the land for hundreds of

thousands of years and would have had a history handed down to them through the

generations. Their consciousness was totally focused on the workings of not only the physical

world but also the spiritual realm. John Mitchell in his book The Earth Spirit: Its Ways, Shrines

and Mysteries describes the people of Old Stone Age as ‘wandering under the direct guidance

and protection of an earth spirit. Nature and all things in it drew their strength from the earth

spirit. The spirit was life and was nourished by the stars, and in turn gave nourishment to

everything in the land that required it’.To the Stone Age people, the earth was seen as sacred

and ruled by unseen spirits. Trees, hills, rivers, and springs were recognized as receptacles

that contained the earth spirit. They saw the whole earth as a single living entity and would

have been aware that it received fertility from the heat and light of the sun, becoming pregnant

and giving birth to all life. Early humans saw that everything in the physical realm was a duality

of opposing forces, a dynamic they understood to be at the essence of all creative

processes.There is evidence of ritual practices by Neanderthal in burying their dead in graves

with stone tools and shells indicating their understanding of an afterlife or otherworld for the

newly released spirit to journey to.The Upper Palaeolithic Period is defined by the arrival of

modern humans into Europe arriving from the Near East around 40,000 years ago. Originally

from Africa but rather than follow the western coastal route into Spain like the races before,

Homo sapiens (wise man) traveled east around the Mediterranean through Egypt, Palestine

and Turkey into Greece. They brought with them a Stone Age Renaissance of art, ritual and

magic, and with expanding language skills had improved social organisation and an

understanding of symbolic thought. They saw the land as a blank canvas for new ideas and

creativity. At the same time, Neanderthal went into decline and Homo erectus disappeared

altogether.The climate was getting warmer and the ice sheets less severe opening a fresh new



world for the wanderers to discover, exploring and hunting further north than they had ever

done before. Homo sapiens were aware of a higher force, greater than themselves existing in

an invisible spirit world. To them everything cooperated towards balancing the whole such as

dark and light, winter and summer, female and male. They saw the world of spirit as real and

as important as the material world in which they existed. Natural born seers were chosen and

highly trained as medicine men and women: shamans that could communicate with the spirits

in order to guide the tribe, heal the sick and interpret dreams. Shamans were the

intermediaries between the visible world and the hidden realm of the spirits.The tribal

communities were aware of the yearly cycle of the seasons and practiced a symbolic

interaction between the tribe and the land where the tribe represented the masculine energy of

the sky, and the land represented the feminine energy of the earth. Seasonal rituals were

performed in honor of Mother Earth and Father Sun for the bounty they supplied and the

continued fertility of both the tribe and the land. Humans began to carve objects in stone,

reindeer antler, mammoth tusk and animal bone for the first time. A 40,000 year old sculpture

of a lion was discovered carved from a mammoth tusk in Germany in 1931. Most of the earliest

human-made figures are representations of the pregnant earth goddess. The ‘Venus’ of

Willendorf, tinted in red ochre, the symbolic blood of rebirth, found in Austria was dated to

around 24,000 BCE and the Kostenki ‘Venus’ from Russia was found to be carved about

23,000 BCE. According to Rachel Pollack in The Body of the Goddess ‘man-made objects

served as votive offerings, devotional objects for the Great Goddess’.Human and animal birth

was one of the great mysteries of the Old Stone Age. According to Peter Lancaster Brown in

Megaliths, Myths and Men:The ‘Venus’ figures could have reflected the biological miracle of

birth and be a symbolic meaning of birth and rebirth. They reflected the cyclic nature of the

universe; the creation, the sustaining and the death of all things. It would not have gone

unnoticed that the lunar cycle and the menstrual cycle had a similar time span.These and

thousands of other goddess figures have been found across Europe and the Near East which

shows mankind were aware of the workings of the goddess in nature and symbolically brought

her into the material world to dwell within the sculpture and cave art giving a physical form to

the spirit presence. Goddess figurines were carved and their symbols painted on cave walls to

venerate and instil goddess energy in the physical world. In The Language of the Goddess by

Marija Gimbutas, ‘early cave painters signified the goddess symbolically portraying breasts,

vulvas, pubic triangles, cup marks and spirals on the walls.’ The earliest cave art dates from

30,000 years ago reaching a pinnacle with the cave paintings at Lascaux in France and

Altamira in Spain created around 17,000 years ago.With a warming climate and retreating ice

sheets opening up great tracts of fruitful land the Mesolithic period (Middle Stone Age) arrived

with great promise and optimism around 12,000 BCE. Great forests of lime, oak, elm, birch,

pine and hornbeam rich with wildlife and provisions dominated the landscape of Europe. Stone

Age people were now making smaller flint tools: microliths used for sewing hide and boring

holes in shells for jewellery.At this time there existed a social order in which men and women

had equal status, lived in harmony with nature with life centering on the worship of the Great

Mother Goddess. The Earth was revered as the embodiment of the goddess and death was

seen as a return to her womb. Egg shaped graves discovered in Slovakia around 7,000 BCE

were believed to represent the dead reborn to the Earth Goddess. The Mesolithic people saw

no division between the past and future or between life and death because the Goddess was

all these things; this was indeed the Golden Age.The land between Britain and the rest of

Europe was a rich fertile oasis called Doggerland and home to hundreds of tribes living

peacefully together according to science writer Laura Spinney:These tribes would come



together for an annual social event to hunt and feast. Young men and women from different

tribes would find mates and the elders would exchange information. It would have been a

simple life if childhood was survived. These people knew where they were in the landscape

and in the universe and the role of the goddess in all of it.Tens of thousands of figurines and

other representations of the goddess, along with highly ornate pottery have been unearthed at

sites all across Europe from the Mesolithic period. At Catal Huyuk, also known as Çatalhöyük,

in Turkey, dated around 6,000 BCE shrines were dedicated to the Goddess. The site showed

that rituals were conducted by priestesses while priests played only a minor role within the

community. At the same time the construction of over 40 goddess temples began on the small

island of Malta.It was around this time, after millennia of slowly rising waters due to the

massive release of melting ice, sea levels began to rise causing the tribes of Doggerland to

migrate to higher land. A landslip on the sea floor off the coast of Norway triggered a tsunami

that flooded the lowlands leaving Britain an island in the process.Between 4,300 and 2,800

BCE the stability of the Golden Age came under threat from Middle Eastern tribes settling

across Europe and gradually eroding the ancient cultural values of Old Europe. Early farming

communities spread across the land and before long the goddess became a symbol of

agricultural enterprise as the hunter gatherers began to settle in one place.The Neolithic

Period (New Stone Age) arrived around 4,000 BCE with a purpose never before seen

introducing the Goddess worshippers into a new way of thinking. Making pottery and learning

new farming skills, the Neolithic people found they no longer needed to roam the land in search

of food. Tribes found a suitable place to settle down and stay forming larger societies and the

need for hierarchies and control. The new settlers brought with them powerful priestesses who

served as communicators between the spirit and material worlds releasing the community to

clear the land of trees, quarry large blocks of stone and build stone monuments to honor the

Goddess.Long Barrow in Gloucester, UK, was built around 3,000 BCE which had stone walls

leading to an entrance that resembled the open legs of the Goddess with the entrance made to

look like a vulva. Other long barrows across Britain were representations of the lower half of

the Goddess with a central chamber representing the uterus and the antechamber the

vagina.Also in the UK, discovered in a flint mine at Grime’s Graves, East Anglia was an altar of

flints with carefully placed pick axes made from deer antlers heaped around it. Set in front were

chalk carvings of a pregnant woman, a phallus and chalk balls. Were these placed here to

appease the Earth Goddess? To the New Stone Age mind every part of the earth was

inhabited and directly ruled by the spirits. To harm the land in any way was like cutting into the

Great Mother herself who as a result needed to be placated in some way. This was done by

conducting a ritual to gain the blessings of the earth spirits and leaving an offering in the hope

of avoiding her wrath. An enormous amount of building work took place in the landscape at this

time including Silbury Hill, Wiltshire with Avebury stone circle rising shortly after.Towards the

end of the Neolithic Period another group of settlers arrived in Britain from the East around

2,000 BCE. We call them the Beaker People because of the style of their pottery. They were

traders in goods and knowledge and brought with them their Sun and Nature God, Bel. Priest

Kings replaced the priestesses in maintaining the spiritual well-being of the community,

seducing them with ceremony and magic. Mankind began to believe that the material world

was the only reality and the spiritual realm a mere reflection of the material.The power of the

Great Mother began to decline when men became aware of their role in creating babies thanks

to their observation and skills in animal husbandry which led man to take control of his own

destiny.Stone Age thought was replaced by the nature of the male dominated conquest-

seeking Bronze Age that arrived around 1,500 BCE. The Great Mother became the Babylonian



Goddess Tiamat, a self-existing boundless watery mass. It was She who gave birth to space

and time, heaven and earth and all life. Her world was an external cycle of creation, duration

and destruction; a living entity with a primary purpose to manifest potential in humanity. She

possessed the Tablets of Destiny which gave her the power of control over the order of the

Universe. After a fierce battle with the Babylonian Chief God, Marduk killed the Goddess

cutting her body into pieces and scattered them across the world while taking the Tablets of

Destiny for himself.When God took control of the well-being of the masses, compassion

became pity, love became dependence and spirituality became religion and dominance. Male

assertiveness, direct action and intellect replaced female nurturing, sensitivity and intuition,

Moon time was replaced by Sun time and the cyclic nature of the Goddess became the linear

reality of the God. In time, Neolithic people came to live in obedience to God’s command and

laws.The Mother Goddess was divided into separate and individual parts with each part having

different personalities and power in an attempt to keep her hidden or at the very least subdued

and inferior to the new Gods. But like the cyclic nature of the Stone Age Goddess, what goes

around, comes around.Cybele ~ Mat AurynPeering through the sands of time we find the Great

Mother Goddess’ roots stemming all the way to the prehistory of mankind’s oldest settlements.

The goddess Cybele is perhaps the oldest deity in Earth’s history. Reaching all the way back

from neo-Paleolithic prehistory to her height of worship in the classical period, we see her

reverence even today among many modern day pagans and occultists. Despite strong

attempts to wipe out her existence and her devotees by various patriarchal regimes, she

persists.Tracing the history and the myths of Cybele is no easy task. There are so many

conflicting myths, accounts and records of her and her cults throughout time. This isn’t made

any easier with intentional destruction and attempts to erase her. Some say she was a witch of

the mountains who became deified, while others say that she was the child of the sky and

earth itself. The Greeks called her Meter Theon meaning Mother of the Gods while the

Romans called her Magna Mater meaning Great Mother. It is undeniable though, that wherever

she went she held a status of extreme importance, even amongst the other gods

themselves.Cybele’s roots appear to originate as far back as 9000 BCE from the mountains of

the ancient Indo-European people called the Phrygians of Anatolia, a region known today as

Turkey. It is here in the hilltop sanctuary carved out of stone called Göbekli Tepe that we find

reliefs of a mother goddess with a lion on each side rearing up towards her. It is later in the

same region that we find similar iconography to a goddess with the inscription of her name

Matar, meaning “Mother” and the epithet Kubileya meaning “Mountain”.Although no myths exist

from this time period, primitive clay idols of a pregnant looking female deity seated upon a

throne with large felines on each side was discovered in Çatalhöyük an ancient Neolithic

settlement in southern Anatolia around 7500 BCE to 5700 BCE. The imagery is undeniably

reminiscent of the Mother Goddess, which evolved in the Anatolian region, having the most

important iconography of Cybele.At the ancient Phrygian city of Pessinus near the base of

Mount Agdistis, the Great Mother was greatly revered in the form of a black meteorite that fell

from the sky. This object was viewed as such an important representation of the Great Mother

that the name of the city, Pessinus, means “falling down” in reference to the meteorite. It is

interesting to note that the famous goddess figurines of Çatalhöyük are remarkably similar to

the Venus of Willendorf in Austria, at which were found talismans, amulets and ritual knives

crafted from moldavite and other tektites beside the Venus. Tektites are natural glass formed

from meteorite impacts. The black meteorite in Pessinus would later play an important role in

the introduction of Cybele’s cult in Rome due to Sibylline prophecy.The Phrygian city of

Gordion became an important center of worship of the Great Mother who came to be known as



Cybele. Cybele was so important to the people of Gordion that she is the only deity that has

been found to have any iconography in the city. It’s interesting to note that the Hellenized

worship of Cybele eventually began influencing Gordion’s worship of her as well, the area that

Cybele originated. The cult started to take on the Hellenized imagery of Cybele as time

progressed. No longer was she a pregnant goddess with full breasts but now depicted as a

more matronly goddess having an endomorph body frame and wearing a mural crown of city

walls and towers from which locks of hair spilled out, just as her Hellenic counterpart.Cybele’s

worship spread from Anatolia to the Aegean Coast and islands, and outward to Crete until it

eventually made its way to Greece. It is around 600 BCE to 500 BCE that her main cult moved

from Phrygia to Greece. By 400 BCE her worship was accepted and incorporated into Greek

religion. She was welcomed into Athens as well as Alexandria, where she was worshipped by

the Greek population as “The Mother of the Gods, the Accessible One” and “The Mother of the

Gods, the Savior who Hears Prayers”.The temples of Ephesus became dedicated to her

worship and the citywide ecstatic celebration called the Ephesia was performed in her honor.

Some scholars even believe that the great Lady of Ephesus was really Cybele herself, having

more attributes of the Anatolian goddess than the Roman goddess Diana and her Greek

counterpart Artemis with whom Cybele was sometimes conflated and to which the statue is

often named.We see on the statues of the Lady of Ephesus a turret crown often reserved as

iconography for Cybele herself, symbolic of her patron deity status within the Roman Empire.

The statue has carved animals sacred to Cybele; on each side are representations of canines

or felines, though much of them are destroyed so it’s hard to be certain. It’s interesting to note

that the Lady of Ephesus has many breasts, symbolic of motherhood, which is odd for a virgin

deity like Diana. Some historians theorize that they aren’t breasts at all, but rather testicles, if

so, it would make sense that Cybele would wear this as a symbol of her devotees’ sacrifice and

devotion to her through castration. It’s also interesting to note that the word “Artemis” is only

ever associated with her through Christian writings, but there are inscriptions to Diana.

Remember that Diana translates as a feminine version of Dius – meaning God. Perhaps Diana

was simply a title for the Lady of Ephesus stating that she was the Goddess.It is also

interesting that the historic hatred for Cybele by early Christians was only parallel to the hatred

given to Diana of Ephesus. There is a graffiti inscription by early Christians at the Temple of

Ephesus that states, “Destroying the delusive image of the demon Artemis, Demeas has

erected this symbol of Truth, the God that drives away idols, and the Cross of priests,

deathless and victorious sign of Christ.” Even in the Bible, Acts, 19:24-35 slanders the Lady of

Ephesus stating “What man is there that knoweth not how that the city of the Ephesians is a

worshipper of the great goddess Diana, and of the [image] which fell down from Jupiter?”

Which is fascinating because we know that Cybele was associated with a meteor that fell to

Earth and Cybele was considered the daughter in many myths of an Anatolian sky god often

referred to as Jupiter in Greek writings. The Bible also states “the great goddess Artemis will

be discredited; and the goddess herself, who is worshiped throughout the province of Asia and

the world, will be robbed of her divine majesty”. This is also interesting since Cybele’s worship

was primarily originating from Anatolia, the part of Turkey, which was in Western Asia.It is not

just Artemis and Diana that Cybele was synchronized with in the ancient world. In the classical

world Cybele was often conflated with several other goddesses including Rhea, Demeter,

Aphrodite, Juno, Bona Dea, Helena and Hekate. The Thracians saw Cybele as the chief

divinity of the islands of Lemnos, and Samothrace as Rhea-Hekate. The Samothracians

themselves identified Iason and Demeter with Attis and Cybele. The Phrygians associated

Rhea with Cybele where she was seen as the mentor and purifier of Dionysus curing him of



the madness Hera cursed him with according to Apollodorus, which led to ecstatic Dionysian

elements becoming incorporated with the worship of Rhea. Rhea’s daughter Demeter was

attributed to many qualities of Rhea and often the two beings seemed to have interwoven with

each other. The worship and attributes of Cybele, Rhea and Demeter became so blurry and so

confusing that ancient classical writers often interchanged these names.However, her cult was

not always accepted in the ancient world. We know that the Scythians did not accept her and

there’s record from Herodotus that the Scythian citizen Anacharsis traveled to Greece where

he fell in love with Cybele and was put to death when he returned to Scythia for trying to

introduce her cult there. The Romans who had adopted the Greek gods and conflated them

with their own did not originally embrace Cybele or her cult with open arms. The worship of

Dionysus and Cybele were seen as too wild to Roman authorities and the practice of

castration, which was performed by Cybele’s eunuch priesthood, was not only taboo but also

an act that would revoke Roman citizenship of anyone who performed it. The Roman Senate

initially banned the worship of Cybele seeing her as a threat to not only their social order but to

their strongly held patriarchy itself.It wasn’t until 203 BCE that the Roman State began

embracing Cybele and her cult although watering it down greatly. At that time Rome was

engaged in its second war with Carthage. Crops were failing as famine spread across the land

and there were many ominous omens such as meteor showers. The oracular verses from the

Sibylline Books were consulted and stated that if a foreign enemy tried invading Italy they could

be conquered and driven out only if Magna Mater was brought from Pessinus in Turkey to

Rome. The Oracle of Delphi in Greece was consulted who conveyed the same

information.Cybele’s sacred black stone meteorite was brought to Rome and a great Temple

was built to house this stone on Vatican Hill for the purposes of worshiping Cybele. Emperor

Trajan did so and they won the war. Under Emperor Augustus Caesar, Cybele became a wildly

popular goddess among the Roman people, though Roman citizens were still prohibited from

participating in her priesthood. Her Galli priesthood at the time consisted of slaves and

foreigners, neither being Roman citizens. Emperor Claudius during the 1st century BCE lifted

the ban and permitted citizens to be castrated up until the reign of Domitian during the 1st

century CE who once again banned the practice.The 2nd-century BCE Greek historian

Pausanias states that Cybele was the child of a Phrygian sky father (whom he identifies with

Zeus) and earth mother. The child was born third sex as a daimon named Agdistis who

possessed both male and female genitals. Fearing the power of Agdistis the gods castrated the

child whereby she became Cybele. The male genitals of Agdistis became an almond tree with

ripe fruit. A daughter of the river Sangarius took the fruit and placed it in her bosom whereby

she became pregnant with Attis. Young Attis was said to have been so supernaturally beautiful

that the goddess Cybele took notice and fell in love with him. When he became an adult he

was sent off by his parents to marry the King of Pessinus’ daughter. During the commencement

of the wedding ceremony, as the wedding song was being sung Agdistis-Cybele appeared and

drove Attis and the King mad, causing them both to castrate themselves on the spot. Agdistis-

Cybele felt remorse and persuaded Zeus to grant Attis immortality and agelessness.Ovid

writes that according to a Muse, Attis was so beautiful that Cybele made him her shrine’s

guardian. She demanded that he remain a virgin so as not to cheat on her; Cybele

consequently granted him immortality. He promised to do so, swearing death if he broke the

vow. Unfortunately he did break the vow with the nymph Sagaritis. Cybele, in fury, killed the

nymph by slashing down her tree and drove Attis to madness where he took a jagged stone

and cut off the part of his body that had betrayed his oath. This was the reason why the priests

of Cybele castrated themselves, in likeness of her most beloved. The eunuch-priesthood of



Cybele was known as the Galli and was renowned for their ecstatic rites which are said to have

involved orgies, wine, intoxication, sacred prostitution, frenzied dancing and wild music, which

is why Cybele is often depicted with a hand drum.Hermesianax, the 4th- century BCE poet,

according to Pausanias, wrote that Attis was born as a eunuch to Galaus the Phrygian. Attis

moved to Lydia where he worshiped the Great Mother Cybele and celebrated in her orgies and

quickly rose to great honor among them. So much so that Zeus grew angry at their celebration

of Attis and sent a great boar to destroy the land of the Lydians. A group of Lydians, including

Attis, was killed in the attack by the boar.The 1st-century BCE Greek historian Diodorus

Siculus wrote in the Library of History, Book III, the origins of Cybele as follows: Cybele was

the offspring of King Maeon and Dindyme of Phrygia. Not desiring to have or raise a child,

Cybele was abandoned upon Mount Cybelus. Through the protection of the gods, leopards,

lions and other ferocious beasts discovered the infant. They wet-nursed her instead of

devouring her. A shepherdess in the area saw the infant sucking on the teats of these animals

and adopted the child, naming her after the mountain where she was found.She was said to be

beautiful and virtuous, inventing musical instruments such as the cymbals, kettledrums and

reed pipes. She became a great witch and healer, teaching the people how to cure their

children and their livestock, rites of purification and performing spells to save infants from

death. She began to be greatly admired for this and people began to regard her as the “mother

of the mountain”.When the lands of Phrygia had become infertile and wouldn’t produce fruit

any longer the people petitioned the gods. The gods instructed that Cybele was to be treated

and honored as a goddess whereupon the people began erecting altars and performing rites to

her and later built a temple to her during the rule of King Midas. Statues of lions and panthers

were placed near statues of Cybele to honor their nursing of the infant who would come to be

deified.By the 4th century CE Emperor Valentinian II, the first Roman Christian emperor,

banned the worship of Cybele, and those caught still worshipping her underwent extremely

cruel persecution. Under Christian Emperor Justinian I in the 6th century CE, many of Cybele’s

temples were destroyed. Not only were people tortured for the worship of Cybele and

participation in her cults but all their property and land was seized and they were often buried

alive afterwards. Cybele’s Temple on Vatican Hill is now the site of the Vatican’s Basilica of St.

Peter. It’s hard to imagine that this was accidental, but rather an act of Christian Patriarchy

conquering Roman goddess worship, particularly a goddess as widely loved in Rome as

Cybele. By the 6th century CE the cult of Cybele was completely wiped out under Christianity

as demonic.It wouldn’t be a far stretch to consider that the Whore of Babylon from the Book of

Revelations was a veiled depiction of Cybele, the Great Mother of Rome. Early Christian

writers have written about this association as well. This speculation makes a lot of sense when

you think about the origins of the Book of Revelations written by Christians in a Pagan Rome

where Cybele was so greatly adored. The Whore of Babylon shares a lot of similarities with

Cybele and her Galli. The Whore of Babylon is described as the Mother of (Sacred) Prostitutes,

earth’s inhabitants are drunk on her wine, she is referred to as the spirit of wildness and is

depicted with a beast. Interestingly in the Sibylline Oracles the words “Rome” and “Babylon”

are often used interchangeably.It is also believed by some that the myth of Cybele giving birth

to Attis as a virgin and the story of his death and resurrection was also seen as a competing

threat to Christianity, as the myth was similar in a lot of ways to that of Mary and Christ. These

parallels are noted by many late pagan writers as well as fathers of the early church. If this is

indeed true and the Whore of Babylon was based upon the Roman Cybele, then we see her

worship continuing in the form of Babalon in the religion of Thelema, the Scarlet Woman that

Aleister Crowley wrote about in The Book of the Law based upon the Whore of Babylon of
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